Monday 9th April 1902

My dear Spencer

In writing to you the other day I forgot to mention that while at Paris I instructed the Stanley Wine Co. to send you a case of Château d’Haut Brion. This is a very nice light wine, 4% lighter in alcoholic strength than Corto Blancon. None of the light wines keep well when opened so I told them to send it in butt plates. Let me know what you think of it. Warren could not supply your order. The Stanley wines are regarded as second to none.
and Kedlina are merely indirect to the terms. Last week the People
Nevil" voiced furious because the
"Review of Reviews" referred to the
returning independence as the "new dispensation."
I should think if the Umbelto
committee threw it out of their
library! This reallycool, my
old enemy are hanging to me
permanently. I am feeling
bene too fit. I am to see
at Emmendale
Yours ever,
G.

Mr. Lambert is much annoyed
with Reicl, says he allowed himself
to be called "Professor" and
denied the title. I have heard him here
in address it on two occasions when
introducing he was introduced as "The Rev. Prof.
Reicl"